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rovinj brought attention to the studio, not only from professional circles but 

also from the wider public, domestic and foreign.

3lHd’s work received numerous important croatian and international 

awards and prizes, among others, the award for best sports building at the 

WAf 2008 World Architecture festival, Ar-Architectural review Award, id 

Magazine Award, ioc iAKs Award and croatian professional awards d. Galic, 

b. bernardi, V. Kovacic and V. nazor. in 2012 croatian president ivo josipović 

awarded 3lHd with the charter of the republic of croatia for exceptional and 

successful promotion of contemporary architecture in croatia and abroad.

3lHd partners are actively involved in teaching and have been visiting 

lecturers and critics in numerous cities and at institutions such as etH in 

Zurich (switzerland), berlage institute in rotterdam (netherlands), ribA 

london (uK) and Architectural faculties and universities: tu braunschweig, 

tu darmstadt, tu Munich (Germany), tu Vienna, tu Graz (Austria), Archi-

tectural faculties GAf split and Af Zagreb (croatia). sasa begovic has been 

a professor at Architectural faculty, technical university in Graz, Austria 

2002-2006, and currently a Visiting professor at fGAG Architectural faculty, 

university of split, and at the cornell university school of Architecture.

Work of 3lHd has been widely exhibited in exhibitions at Harvard, new 

york, Vienna, rotterdam, copenhagen, Munich, london, Hamburg, belgrade, 

skopje, Moscow and widely published in books and magazines all over the 

world: Architecture now, collection Houses and collection of european Ar-

chitecture, domus (it), detail (de),  db - deutche bauzeitung (de), Werk, bau-

en + Wohnen (de), A10 magazine (nl), Wallpaper (uK), Hinge magazine (cn), 

c3 (Kr), A+u (jp), the Architectural review (usA), Architektur Aktuell (At), 

Abitare (bG), concept (Kr).

office bioGrApHy

3lHd is the architectural office founded in Zagreb, croatia in 1994 by saša 

begović, Marko dabrović, tanja Grozdanić begović and silvije novak. the 

principal partners are all graduates of the Architecture faculty at the uni-

versity of Zagreb, croatia and currently they live and work in Zagreb.

since its beginning the office has grown from 4 founding partners to 

almost 40 employees, with support of administrative organization, financial 

manager and pr department. in september 2016 paula Kukuljica has been 

appointed as a new partner in 3lHd. she was previously a project leader in 

3lHd, where she worked on over forty domestic and international projects. 

With contemporary approach, studio resolves each problem through 

teamwork, knowledge, experience and cooperation with numerous local 

and international experts from other professions: chapman bdsp, Horwath 

Htl, fanzun AG, rdH arcitects inc., institut iGH d.d., balmori associates inc., 

3.Maj shipyard, ceMeX Hrvatska...

in over 20 years of practice 3lHd worked on more than 200 projects, 

from private houses, residential and public buildings, office buildings and 

sports and infrastructure facilities, of which more than 70 successful re-

alizations. 3lHd’s client list consists of well-known companies and corpo-

rations to private investors, city and state institutions: Adris group d.d., 

dolder Hotel AG, city of toronto, lingnan Group - Guangzhou urban planning 

and design survey research institute, Atlantic Grupa, Allegheny financial 

d.o.o., university of Zagreb, rijeka sport d.o.o., Maistra d.d., city of split, city 

of Zagreb, Ministry of foreign Affairs and european integration (republic of 

croatia), bale municipality, Xi’an Qujiang new district Administrative com-

mittee...

designs and projects such as spaladium Arena in split, Memorial bridge 

in rijeka, croatian pavilion at the eXpo 2005 in Aichi, japan and eXpo 2008 

in Zaragoza, spain, eastern european cultural centre, X’iAn, china, riva 

split Waterfront, sports Hall bale, centre Zamet in rijeka and Hotel lone in 

FOUNDED: 1994

NUMBER OF STAFF: 46

ARCHITECT, PARTNER IN CHARGE

saša begović

Marko dabrović

tanja Grozdanić begović 

silvije novak

paula Kukuljica

GENERAL MANAGER

romana ilić

FINANCIAL MANAGER

olja Gešvind

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Koraljka Mandarić

PR / ADMINISTRATION

Mladena Žarković

ADMINISTRATION

danilo Mrdak

ARCHITECT, ASSOCIATE

Koraljka brebrić Kleončić

sanja jasika lovrić

nevena Kuzmanić

Kristina Marković

irena Mažer

Zorislav  petrić

Marijana pivac

dragana Šimić

Vesna Šoić

Zoran Šuša

ARCHITECT

Mia Andrašević

Ana bjelić

luka cindrić

Andrej filipović

Vibor Granić

denis Hrvatin

Vesna jelušić

uršula juvan 

duje Katić

Mia Kozina

nives Krsnik rister

leon lazaneo

daša Manojlović

Ana Mikelić

Maja Milojević

Goran Mraović

nikolina Muža

Monika prinčić

tomislav soldo 

Krunoslav szorsen

ivana Šajn

ines Vlahović Mazinjanin

Zrinka Vrkić

jure Živković

3D

branimir turčić

Mario Harni
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Key personnel

tAtjAnA 
GroZdAnić 
beGoVić
partner in charge

principal Architect

years of experience: 24

tanja was born in Zagreb in 1968 where she finished elementary and high 

school. she graduated from Architecture faculty, university of Zagreb, croa-

tia. she is one of the 4 founding partners of 3lHd. since 1994 to 2004, except 

being the partner in charge and project architect, she was also the general 

manager of the company. tanja has been an active member of the croatian 

chamber of Architects since its founding.

she participated in all 3lhd projects, from first designs to detailed 

drawings and realizations, with an emphasis on interior design. she was 

the project leader on one of 3lHd’s major completed projects: Hotel lone in 

rovinj, the first design hotel in croatia.

tanja is actively involved in lecturing, she participated in discussions, 

round tables and workshops in numerous cities and institutions in Zurich, 

rotterdam, london, darmstadt, Munich, Vienna, split, Zagreb and Motovun.

MArKo dAbroVić
partner in charge

principal Architect

years of experience: 24

Marko dabrović was born in dubrovnik, 1969 where he finished elementary 

and high school. He graduated from Architecture faculty, university of Za-

greb, croatia. Marko founded rnA studio for 3d computer generated visuali-

zations in 1991, and he is one of the 4 founding partners of 3lHd architects. 

He is most interested in implementing new technologies and materials in 

architecture, always exploring new possibilities for experimentation.

He is an official expert of the croatian football federation for infra-

structural criteria. Marko is an active member of europAn. Although he is 

always involved in all 3lHd projects, from first sketches to the final product, 

a couple of projects distinct: croatian pavilions for eXpo exhibitions in japan 

and spain, Hotel belvedere in dubrovnik, croatia, Hotel ln Garden in nansha, 

china, port lands sport centre in toronto, canada... His ability to overcome 

cultural and technical differences in foreign countries and find the best solu-

tions has proven to be critical for many projects.

born in bjelovar, croatia, 1967. saša graduated from Architecture faculty, 

university of Zagreb, croatia. He is one of the 4 founding partners of 3lHd.

during his career, saša has led many of the firm’s award-winning pro-

jects in various typologies — public, cultural, residential, leisure, sports, and 

mixed-use. He has presented 3lHd’s work at universities, exhibitions, and 

institutions all over the world.

He has been active in the academic field for the last 17 years and has 

been a visiting critic, workshop leader, and lecturer at various schools in eu-

rope and u.s. such as etH Zurich, northeastern university in boston, and 

technical universities in Vienna and Munich, among others. He was visiting 

lecturer at Graz university of technology in Austria (2001–05), held a visit-

ing professorship at the faculty of Architecture in ljubljana, slovenia (2013), 

and faculty of Architecture in Zagreb, croatia (2011–16). since 2010, he has 

sAŠA beGoVić
partner in charge

principal Architect

years of experience: 24

silVije noVAK
partner in charge

principal Architect

years of experience: 24

silvije was born in rijeka 1971 where he finished elementary and high 

school. He graduated from Architecture faculty, university of Zagreb, croa-

tia, and is one of 4 founding partners of 3lHd. silvije is a member of soci-

ety of Architects of rijeka, and often acts as a jury member in architectural 

competitions. He was actively involved in teaching at Zagreb’s Architecture 

faculty at the department of urban planning and landscape Architecture.

silvije is involved in all stages of 3lHd’s work, from first creative meet-

ings to construction and site supervision. on the list of many projects built with 

silvije as a partner in charge, three stand out: Zamet centre in rijeka, Mulini 

beach in rovinj and Hotel park in rovinj. in such complex and demanding pro-

jects that focus on coordination of all participants and collaborators, silvio’s 

knowledge and experience is an irreplaceable addition to the architectural 

team.

pAulA KuKuljicA
partner in charge

principal Architect

years of experience: 17

paula was born in oakville, canada, 1976. she finished elementary and high 

school in dubrovnik, and graduated in 2001 from Architecture faculty, uni-

versity of Zagreb, croatia, where she lives today. paula joined 3lHd in 2003, 

and worked on projects of different scale, from family houses, office build-

ings to international competition projects.

in 2006 she was promoted to project architect and as a leader of the 

team she was responsible for project of Zamet centre, complex hybrid build-

ing that has won several croatian and international awards, among others 

ioc/iAKs Award for best sports facilities in 2011. she was project architect 

on the toronto port lands sports centre, a new sports complex in downtown 

toronto on which 3lHd successfully collaborated with rounthwaite dick & 

Hadley Architects inc. other highlighted projects she was involved in include 

Monte Mulini zone and lone outdoor pools in rovinj, dolder Waldhaus in 

Zurich and Hotel belvedere in dubrovnik.

held an assistant professorship and chair of architecture and urban design 

at the university of split’s faculty of civil engineering, Architecture, and Ge-

odesy. begović is currently a visiting professor at the cornell university.
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AWArds

2007 —  cccb award finalists for riva waterfront

—   ceMeX national building award 2007 infrastructural objects  

for riva waterfront

2006 —   bernardo bernardi Annual Award 2005  

for croatian pavilion eXpo 2005

2003 —   i.d. Annual design review Award, category environments  

for Memorial bridge

—  38th Zagreb salon, for Memorial bridge

2002 —   Ar+d award winner, world’s leading emerging architecture award, 

the Architectural review + d-line for Memorial bridge

—  piranesi honourable mention for Memorial bridge

—  bauwelt honourable mention for Memorial bridge

2001 —  Viktor Kovacic Annual Award 2000 for Memorial bridge

1999 —   republic of croatia Ministry of culture Vladimir nazor Award  

for Vila Klara

1996 —  24th youth salon grand prix for Hotel M, Zagreb

—   24th youth salon honourable mention  

for national Museum of Korea, seoul

2017 —  A+Award in the Architecture +landscape category for the Karlovac 

freshwater Aquarium

—  A+popular chice Award in the Architecture +landscape category for 

the Karlovac freshwater Aquarium

—  Medal for conceptual project awarded by croatian chamber of 

Architects for the project of the exhibition 3lHd interactions

2016 —  the Artur award 2016 special mention in the “public space 

realization” category for the Mulini beach

2015 —  international XXiV cemex award, 1st place in congruence in 

accessibility category and 2nd place in infrastructure and urban 

development category for Mulini beach

—  50th Zagreb salon of Architecture Award in ‘site plan’ category  

for novalja urban development study

2014 —  drago Galic Annual Award 2008 for best residential architecture 

realization in 2013 for House V2

2012 —  european Hotel design Award for best new built hotel for Hotel lone

—  international Hotel Award for the best congress hotel in europe  

for Hotel lone 

—   ioc trophy for sport and sustainable development 2012 for  

sports Hall bale

—  47th Zagreb salon of Architecture Award for Hotel lone

—  oris Award 2012 for Hotel lone

—   charter of the republic of croatia formally awarded  

by the president of croatia

2011 —  Viktor Kovacic Annual Award 2011 for Hotel lone

—  ioc/iAKs Award for best sports facilities for Zamet centre

2010 —  bernardo bernardi Annual Award 2009 for Zamet centre

—   Archdaily building of the year 2009 - sports category,  

for Zamet centre

—   Annual Vladimir nazor Award 2009 awarded by the Ministry of 

culture of the republic of croatia for Zamet centre

2009 —  ioc/iAKs Award for best sports facilities for sports Hall bale

—  drago Galic Annual Award 2008 for best residential architecture 

realization in 2008 for House j2

2008 —  WAf - sport category winner for sports Hall bale

—  XVii ceMeX building Award - 3rd place for riva split Waterfront
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biM eXpertise

3lHd is the leading architectural office with biM (building information Mod-

eling) knowledge in croatia. biM is rapidly changing the world of architec-

tural design and documentation. by using ArchicAd and biM software 3lHd 

has gained a certain competitive advantage on the market where it will soon 

become the standard.

3lHd chose ArchicAd as the primary tool in 2008. over the years we 

intensely invested in personnel training services and courses and we have 

a Graphisoft certified ArcHicAd biM Manager and a certified ArcHicAd 

professional in our team.

As one of the first architectural firms in croatia to convert from 2d 

drawings to 3d biM environment, we have assisted our associates and con-

sultants with their conversion to biM software’s in order to form the 100% 

building information Modelling team.

the “pilot” project was bus terminal Žabica with its extremely complex 

structure. the project for the Hotel park which is currently under construc-

tion in rovinj is the first open biM project in croatia. All included experts and 

consultants work simultaneously, coordinate and exchange information on 

the same 3d model of the building. 

BIM ExPERIENCE IN NUMBERS

IN USE SINCE
2008

ACTIvE USERS

25

BIM MANAGER TRAINING
March 2017
june 2016

GRAPHISOFT kEy CLIENT CONFERENCE
june 2018
june 2016

BIM ZAGREB CONFERENCE
25.04.2016

GRAPHISOFT wORkSHOP IN 3LHD
17.03.2016

vISIT TO GRAPHISOFT
11.12.2015
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Hotel lone

Hotel lone, the first design hotel in croatia, is situated in a unique and pro-

tected region of the Zlatni rt forest park. it was created by a team of re-

nowned croatian creatives comprised of a new generation of architects, 

conceptual artists, product, fashion and graphic designers. 

the hotel’s identity is recognized through the external design of the 

building, with a facade that is defined by dominant horizontal lines. in addi-

tion to the overall architecture, the interiors and the furniture were designed 

and chosen especially for the hotel. the site’s complex terrain with dramatic 

altitude changes determined the locations of internal facility spaces through 

a dynamic interweaving of public areas and guest suites at all levels. 

the entire design is based on contrasts (black, white, and wood) and 

fabrics as a unifying element, varying from a fluid thin veil in the restaurant, 

through functional but dynamic wall coverings in the rooms, to the richly 

decorative mural in the lobby. the key to the concept was the awareness of 

the necessity to avoid the sterility of most hotel facilities; that is why the 

designers used textiles with rich textures and quality oak veneer treated 

with eco-friendly lacquers, which give the visual and tactile impression of 

untreated massive wood.

the conceptual assumptions used in the design of the hotel and its in-

terior show evidence of a deep respect towards the achievements of hotel 

architecture on the Adriatic coast from the previous century.

PROJECT #142

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT

Maistra d.d.

LOCATION
rovinj, croatia

TyPE
commission

PROGRAM
public, leisure

PROJECT yEAR
2006-2010

CONSTRUCTION

09/2010 - 07/2011

SITE AREA (m2)

22157

SIZE (m2)
29476

FOOTPRINT (m2)

6017
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Mulini beAcH

Mulini beach is located on the exit from the central part of rovinj and in the 

continuation of the promenade, wrapped in a rich green public park and green 

forest. it is an extension of the city’s public area and the promenade whose 

primary function is to connect the city of rovinj and park punta corrente. 

An extremely important factor in the design of the beach was the relation-

ship to existing terrain. With regard to the specific environment that is com-

pletely different depending on the time of day due to the influence of the 

tides the design was dependent on the sea as a variable element. that is 

why the entire area of the beach is divided into two zones. the first zone is 

designed as a natural topography, with lots of fractured surfaces for sun-

bathing while the calmer bay area can sustain a pebble beach.

Mulini beach bar, a beach facility with a large bar, locker rooms, show-

ers, toilets and an information desk is located in the center of the zone. it is 

designed as a pavilion with a floating pergola roof – a steel structure that 

rests on six points, whose final shape was determined by an analysis of the 

sun movement through the summer months. 

the pergola, weighing 20 tons, has a span of 30m in length. the bar can 

be closed with a sliding wall that is stored inside a storage room during the 

day. the plateau in front of the bar is equipped with infrastructure that al-

lows small concerts and entertainment.

PROJECT #171

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Maistra d.d.

LOCATION
Monte Mulini zone, rovinj, croatia

TyPE
commision

PROGRAM
public, leisure, hospitality

PROJECT yEAR
2012-2014

CONSTRUCTION
10/2013 - 05/2014

SITE AREA (m2)
13515
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Hotel pArK

Hotel park is located near the marina, directly on the coast of rovinj. Along 

with its content value, one of the site’s main features is a captivating view 

towards the old town and the island of st. catherine.

the new Hotel park is planned as a five star business hotel open all 

year long, intended for organisation of smaller conferences, meetings and 

events, and targeted for clients with high expectations and demands. the 

hotel will have 209 accommodation units collocated on six terraced floors.

the building adjusts to the slope of the site by its volume, irregular 

floor plan and height. the fourth and the fifth floor are completely above 

ground. they are planned as pavilions with dominant green roofs and deep 

canopies. Most of the public spaces (main entrance area, restaurants and 

bars, congress hall, indoor and outdoor pool with wellness) are located here. 

besides their mixed content, these two floors differ from the rest by the way 

of their design and their different relation to the landscape. the remaining 

floors are spaced both above and under the ground. the accommodation 

units are in the frontal, aboveground areas with a view of the sea and the old 

town. service spaces and parking garages are located in the underground 

areas. the ground floor – on the promenade and the square in front of the 

hotel has an additional entrance for guests, commercial and catering/

hospitality facilities. 

PROJECT #202

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Maistra d.d.

LOCATION
rovinj, croatia

TyPE
commission

PROGRAM
hospitality

PROJECT yEAR
2015

SITE (m2)
35341

SIZE (m2)
29927

FOOTPRINT (m2)
16340
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the areas alongside the promenade are functionally and formally 

different from other spaces. they are intended to be a point which connects 

the old town urban fabric with the tourist and park spaces of the Monte 

Mulini zone. A relaxing atmosphere is created by water surfaces, carefully 

selected paving and greenery, which frame particular content zones and 

makes the whole area both attractive and accessible.
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Hotel ln GArden

located in southern china’s Guangdong province, on the Zhu jiang (pearl 

river) estuary, the ln Garden is part of the nansha seaside park. the main 

public space of the hotel has a view to the beautiful bay to the west and 

seaside park on the east. the transition between outdoor areas and interior 

spaces is softened by the use of exterior vegetation throughout the lobby. 

the central lobby, stretching vertically all the way to the top floors, features 

an art installation by ivana franke that fills out the empty space and inten-

sifies the sensation of the elements: light, air, wind and water.

A uniform, streamlined facade defines the relation between rooms and 

exterior spaces, forming a continuous zone of terraces that protect the in-

terior from the sun while keeping privacy between the levels of guestrooms. 

the hotel’s volume and its mountainous effect are disintegrated with paral-

lel horizontal lines of the façade.

the guests can choose between different restaurants, each offering a 

new experience and atmosphere evoked by different materials and furnish-

ings. the banquet hall, primarily intended to accommodate special events, 

is designed to reflect a theatrical experience. the chinese restaurant, which 

is accessible through the banquet lobby, overwhelms the viewer while he 

steps into the double height grandiose space with a panoramic view of the 

surrounding landscape. the Western restaurant is situated under the cen-

tral lobby. 

the northern part of the ground floor is reserved for relaxation and dif-

ferent types of leisure activities. Hotel outdoor areas are designed to merge 

the building with the surrounding landscape. 

PROJECT #228

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
 ln Group

TyPE
commission

PROGRAM
public, leisure, hospitality

LOCATION
nansha, china

PROJECT yEAR
2014

CONSTRUCTION
2015 - 06/2018

SITE AREA  (m2)
34313

SIZE (m2)
61068

FOOTPRINT  (m2)
8570
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lone outdoor pool 

lone outdoor pools are located in a sheltered and naturally preserved lone 

bay. they represent a natural continuation of Hotel lone outdoor spaces, in 

the Zlatni rt forest park.

the project includes three outdoor pools and an accompanying terrace 

with sun bathing spaces, swimming pool facilities, an open stage and a res-

taurant. relax and aqua-fun pool are interconnected with a waterfall, the 

shallow children’s pool is separated. they have a total water area of 1054m2.

pools are formed to accompany their functions and attractions: lying 

down, sitting and standing massage, 25-meter track swimming, aqua aero-

bics and geysers. the information desk, an outdoor pool bar and service ar-

eas are located in the accompanying pool house.

A sunbathing terrace with deck chairs is designed in six levels which 

follow the existing natural terrain topography. A height difference between 

the levels allows unobstructed views of the beautiful lone bay and the sea 

from every level. 

An open stage - an outdoor shaded building for happenings and eve-

ning events, is set on the lowest level. the stage is integrated with the newly 

refurbished restaurant oleander, a perfect place for relaxation, fun activi-

ties, entertainment programs and events. the restaurant is protected from 

sunlight with a large wooden pergola, with a direct view of the sea, pool 

and the open stage. the restaurant offers simple dishes from the grill and 

a stone oven during the day, and in the evening it turns into a steak house 

and a lounge bar which complements the stage in an authentic Mediter-

ranean ambient.

PROJECT #192

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Maistra d.d.

PROGRAM
public, leisure, hospitality

TyPE
commission

LOCATION
Monte Mulini zone, rovinj

PROJECT yEAR
2011-2012

CONSTRUCTION
01/2012 - 05/2013

SITE AREA (m2)
4675

SIZE (m2)
2473
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Hotel AdriAtic

Adriatic is a unique hotel with an unrepeatable ambient in which fantasy 

and reality interact through art and artistic interventions alongside every-

day objects. the existing building was constructed in 1913 as one of the first 

hotels in the area and nowadays is the only hotel situated within the urban 

structure of rovinj. 

by a comprehensive reconstruction and a collective effort of creatives 

and artists gathered around 3lHds concept, the hotel was transformed into 

the city’s luxurious focal point. traditional, authentic historical appearance 

was maintained in the exterior, while the interior, newly designed by studio 

franić Šekoranja with 3lHd, is visually lavish, eclectic and modern, classic 

and elegant, displaying a vast array of textures, shades and colors. the main 

characteristic of the interior are site-specific art installations. the entire art 

collection of the hotel, on disposal of guests looking for a different experi-

ence to enjoy, consists of more than hundred museum value art pieces. 

in addition to preserving the heritage values of the hotel, its historical 

layers were interpreted in the design, and the artistic interventions created 

a contemporary cosmopolitan spirit. A series of interventions opened up the 

interior and made it more representative. emphasis was placed on main-

taining the existing staircase that leads from the first to the fourth floor. the 

new additional staircase from the ground floor to the rooms is set in an ec-

centric ratio relative to the ground floor plan with the scope of opening the 

public hotel amenities (caffe, brasserie) towards the town square.

studio 3lHd is the author of the concept and the project. interior de-

sign was created by studio franić/Šekoranja with 3lHd, artistic curator was 

PROJECT #233

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Maistra d.d.

LOCATION
rovinj old town centre, croatia

TyPE
commision

PROGRAM
hospitality, public

PROJECT yEAR
2014

CONSTRUCTION
01/2015 - 07/2015

SITE AREA (m2)
821

SIZE (m2)

1911

FOOTPRINT (m2)

821
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Vanja Žanko, graphic designers lana cavar, Marino Krstačić-furić and Ana 

tomić designed the visual identity while the staff uniform design was cre-

ated by studio i-gle. Visual artists represented at hotel premises are:  Ab-

delkader benchamma, jasmina cibic, igor eškinja, chris Goennawein, Kris-

tina lenard, federico luger, charles Munka, Goran petercol, Valentin ruhry, 

sofijasilvia, saša Šekoranja, Massimo uberti, Zlatan Vehabović, Žižić/Kožul.
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Wuji MountAin resort 

the main inspiration for the design concept of the Wuji Mountain resort 

was the unique beauty of its future site. three cascading hills present on the 

site are shaped by the beautiful landscape of tea fields that surround them. 

they offer unbelievable views of the Wuyi Mountains, china’s unesco World 

Heritage site.

Volume of the resort is determined by the site topography and placed 

between the tea fields. special attention was given to the views of the Wuji 

mountains from all of the rooms and villas, as well as the preservation of the 

fields and their inclusion in the future resort landscape.

Main entrance to the site is placed in the middle of the western en-

trance road, from where it leads to the main hotel building on the left and 

the villas on the right. All hotel public spaces start on the entrance level and 

have a 360°view of the surroundings. the entrance lobby area, full of green-

ery, gradually cascades towards northwest and the outdoor pools embed-

ded in the sloping landscape. 

three sides of the y-shape volume are determined by three different 

functions, starting with the entrance lobby and the banquet Hall on the 

east side, restaurants on the south side and the spa and wellness area on 

the northwest side. the gentle facade curves and light balcony rails form a 

continuous zone of terraces, opening up the interior towards the landscape 

while, at the same time, protecting the privacy between levels. 

resort villas are placed on the other, east side of the site. they are 

placed in the valleys between the three hills, intertwined with the tea fields. 

the villas cut into the hills with their volumes. 

PROJECT #234

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Xiamen swiss international investment 
Holdings

PROGRAM
leisure, hospitality

TyPE
commission

LOCATION
Wuyishan, china

PROJECT yEAR
2014

SITE AREA (m2)
80596

SIZE (m2)
43988
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belVedere Hotel

the new belvedere will be a modern five star luxury property located on a 

slope opposite of dubrovnik. the hotel, residences and villas are completely 

surrounded by a green promenade and a garden. the urban design recog-

nizes three main features of the site.

the reception and the entrance are the focal area of the property. 

situated on its highest point, the reception is a start of a funicular that 

descends into the main lobby of the hotel, towards the sea.

the hotel rooms serve as a contrast to the grandiose entrance, they 

are designed minimalistically, with a dose of luxury. A high level of intimacy 

is achieved by an l-shaped interior that embraces an outdoor loggia, a 

canopy that provides shaded private outdoor area, a plunge pool and a 

small garden. the atypical width to depth ratio of the floor plan ensures a 

feeling of spaciousness.

the hotel has its own sea reception and a private pier with a historical 

orsan in contemporary use that connects the Hotel with the restaurant 

360° in the dubrovnik old town. the restaurant is an integral part of the 

hotel concept and acts as a city reception for the guests while in the old 

town. 

the botanical promenade, a green backbone through the site, opens 

various natural zones as extensions of indoor spaces. the site has two 

distinctive landscape types of zones: a woodland area and a karst, rocky 

area. the terraces and roof gardens in the woodland are characterized by 

greenish groundcovers and trees; while those surrounded by rocky areas 

are covered with perennials, small shrubs and rocks in greyish color.

PROJECT #240

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT

Vila larus d.o.o.

TyPE
competition

PROGRAM

tourism, leisure, hospitality

LOCATION
dubrovnik, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2015-2016

SITE AREA (m2)
40265

SIZE (m2)
19568

FOOTPRINT (m2)
9949
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Aci MArinA roVinj

Aci Marina rovinj is located in an attractive tourist area of Monte Mulini, 

near the rovinj city center. the said space is characterized by a public park, 

the rovinj waters overlooking the medieval town center and a rich tourist, 

sports and recreational facilities of the site – a promenade, a public beach 

and high category hotels. 3lHd is working on this project together with 

the firm obala – the authors of the maritime part of the Marina. 3lHd is 

in charge of the land part of the marina – the design and construction of 

the new building for functional services to boaters and the redesign of the 

roads, pedestrian areas and green landscape surfaces. 

the new Marina building will have a yacht club with a reception, office spac-

es and agencies, catering facilities, commercial and service spaces. the pro-

ject meets the requirements for a 5 anchor marina and ensures added value 

with the design of both interior and exterior spaces.

the functioning of the land part of the marina takes place through two con-

ceptual levels: a representative and a service level. the first one is the part 

the yachtsmen come into contact with (with a reception, restaurant/café-

lounge bar, agencies and shops), and the part that interacts with the users of 

the public city spaces and tourist facilities (pedestrians on the promenade, 

Hotel park guests etc.). the second one functions as a customer service area 

for the marina users. .

PROJECT #242

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Aci club d.d.

LOCATION
rovinj, croatia

TyPE
commission

PROGRAM
public, leisure, hospitality

PROJECT yEAR
2016

CONSTRUCTION
2017-

SITE
16147

SIZE 
3500 

FOOTPRINT
2932
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fresHWAter AQuAriuM And 
riVer MuseuM
the starting point for the concept design of the aquarium were embank-

ments or ‘šanci’ – design elements inspired by the ‘Karlovac star’ (old city of 

Karlovac built in the shape of a star) which served, together with mounds, as 

protection from flooding. the idea behind the aquarium design was to create 

a new location by the river Korana that will become a focal point for visitors 

taking a stroll by the river, or passing by to visit events taking place nearby.

this is why three walking routes were formed: towards the city centre 

and the river; towards the south and the sports and recreational centre; and 

towards east, and the road access. A new point was formed at the junction 

of the walking routes – a square around which all of the aquarium facilities 

are located without disturbing the natural look of the Korana valley. pub-

lic spaces that require daylight for normal operation are placed in buildings 

around the square. All of the public spaces are connected to the exhibition 

part of the aquarium which is located on the basement floor due to specifics 

of plant and animal wildlife that require complete control of lighting. 

each of the three aquarium buildings has only one façade – the one ori-

ented towards the square. they are ‘invisible’ on the sides facing the edges 

of the plot, the roofs and outward facing elevations are covered with ground 

and grass and formed as parts of a park, playground and promenade. the 

exhibition layout displays the flora and fauna of croatian rivers and their 

ecosystems, and it is designed to show a ‘typical’ karst river – the river flora 

and fauna and its biodiversity.

PROJECT #224

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of Karlovac

TyPE
 public procurement

PROGRAM
public, leisure, sport

LOCATION
Karlovac, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2013

CONSTRUCTION
09/2015 - 08/2016

SITE AREA (m2)
8327

SIZE (m2)
2915

FOOTPRINT (m2)
1939
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ZAMet centre

situated in rijeka’s quarter Zamet, the new Zamet centre hosts various fa-

cilities: sports hall with a maximum of 2380 seats, local community office, 

city library, commercial and service facilities and a garage. 

one third of the sports hall’s volume is cut into the ground, and other 
public spaces fit into the surrounding landscape. the main architectural 
element of the centre are ‘ribbons’ stretching in a north-south direction, 
functioning at the same time as an architectural design element and as a 
zoning element which forms a public square and a link between the park 
on the north and school and b. Vidas street on the south.

the ribbon-like stripes were inspired by “gromača”, a type of rock 
specific to rijeka, which the centre artificially reinterprets by colour and 
shape. stripes are covered with 51.000 ceramic tiles designed by 3lHd 
and manufactured specially for the centre. steel girders with a 55 me-
ter span and different heights enable the natural light illumination of the 
sports hall. 

the concept of the hall is based on space flexibility. the field is 46 
x 44 meters in size, for two handball courts. the hall contains all the 
supporting facilities for professional training and competitions, and 
the auditorium, designed as a system of telescopic stands, enables the 
transformation for everyday use as well as for other activities. interior 
materials - wood and acoustic panels suggest that the hall is a large liv-
ing room for athletes.

PROJECT #099

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of rijeka / rijeka sport doo

LOCATION
b. Vidas street, Zamet, rijeka, croatia

TyPE
public procurement

PROGRAM
public, cultural, business, sport

PROJECT yEAR
2004

CONSTRUCTION
12/2007 - 09/2009

SITE AREA (m2)
12289

SIZE (m2)
16830

FOOTPRINT (m2)
4724
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MeMoriAl bridGe

the Memorial bridge is a spatial intervention and an urban public object, a 

construction with tactile properties and a symbolic object. it is a pedestrian 

bridge that embodies the utilitarian function and a memory of the croatian 

war of independence veterans, a place of memory and piety, but also a social 

gathering and socializing spot. it is located in the center of rijeka, on the 

channel which separates the historic city center from the former port, at one 

of the most potent sites for future construction (it is currently occupied by a 

parking lot, in the future it will become a park). 

the bridge is designed as an extremely thin plate (65cm) connecting the 

two banks of the channel in a characteristic l-shape, it extends across the 

channel and ends with a monumental vertical accent. the definition of the 

public space was achieved only through the structure of the bridge itself, 

which at the same time must be recognized as a memorial object.

A four year long research resulted in the construction specially designed 

and manufactured exclusively for this project. each part of the bridge was 

an industrially designed and manufactured product that was assembled on 

site. the 150 tons heavy steel bridge structure was produced in a local ship-

yard, and carried by sea in one piece on a specially designed barge to the 

location. As the Memorial bridge had to pass under two existing bridges on 

its way to the site, the barge was designed so that it can sink at the time of 

lowest water levels and go under the existing bridges with its burden.

this urban public hybrid has changed the vista of the city (in the material 

as well as mental sense) and has achieved its goal of being a Memorial bridge.

PROJECT #018

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of rijeka

LOCATION
Mrtvi kanal, rijeka

TyPE
public competition

PROGRAM
public, urban planning

PROJECT yEAR
2001

CONSTRUCTION START DATE
09/2001 - 12/2001

SITE AREA (m2)
1046

SIZE (m2)
262

FOOTPRINT (m2)
262
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croAtiAn pAVilion 
eXpo 2005, AicHi, jApAn
the concept of croatia’s presentation at World eXpo 2005 in Aichi, japan 

is based on the idea, the plan layout and the metaphor of salt pans. this 

concept culturally upgrades the initial, general theme “A drop of water” into 

“A drop of water: a grain of salt” due to the recognizable particularity of the 

croatian landscape and history - the salt pans. salt is the integral part of 

every drop of sea water, but it is also its opposite - it is obtained through hard 

labour. the pavilion was conceived rather like event architecture than con-

ventional architecture since it is based on visual and sensual experience.

the pavilion has the plane of 18m×27m (1.5 modules), and the exhibi-

tion consists of three rooms. A twisting white belt made of a membrane ma-

terial is horizontally put on the façade in ten pieces, along with ultramarine 

glass put under the canopy to create the facade.

the entrance room recreates the experience of entering into the sea. 

in the main room visitors start a journey that reacts to the movements of 

people, generating waves below the sea surface. At the end of the room the 

visitors find themselves on an elevator where the journey above the surface 

of the sea starts. the salt spread on the first floor, once symbolizing the salt 

pans, is now turned into a big screen where a projection of a movie, filmed in 

the bird’s eye perspective, familiarizes the visitor with landscapes, customs 

and people of croatia. in the exit room/shop the visitor can taste the fresh 

croatian spring water and finally touch by hand the hard work of the salt pan 

workers — the salt itself.

PROJECT #078

AUTHORS
3lHd, damir fabijanić, balibor Martinis

CLIENT
Ministriy of foreign Affairs and european 
integration, republic of croatia

LOCATION
Aichi, japan

TyPE
public competition, winner

PROGRAM
public space, interior, culture, media

PROJECT yEAR
2004-2005

CONSTRUCTION
10/2004 - 03/2005

SITE AREA (m2)
703

SIZE (m2)
678

FOOTPRINT (m2)
519
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riVA split 
WAterfront
the city of split and its waterfront, the riva, as the paradigm of its history 

and character, are among the most interesting and most specific sites in the 

Mediterranean. 

split waterfront is an urbanized, public, open and accessible space, 

1700 years old. it stands in front of diocletian’s palace, once the home of the 

roman emperor. the modular roman form of the palace in the latter phase 

became the framework that shaped the city and directed its expansion; in 

the same way, the dimensions, materials and form of the modular network 

of concrete elements laid on riva directed the arrangement and positions of 

all the other elements of the public space. 

the waterfront is the focal point where the city meets the sea. 250 me-

ters long and 55 meters wide, it is also the main public square, the space 

for all kinds of social events, promenade by day, parade by night, the site of 

sport events, religious processions, festivals and celebrations. the project 

rearticulates the space for all the mentioned events and harmonizes them 

on a new integrated surface. the solution uses not only architectural design, 

but also materials, to respond to all the challenges of utilization set before 

the riva. 

All urban elements and equipment was specially designed for this pro-

ject and they try to meet local spirit and atmosphere.

PROJECT #114

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of split

LOCATION
split, croatia

TyPE
public competition - invited

PROGRAM
public space

CONSTRUCTION
10/2006 - 05/2007

SITE AREA (m2)
2407 (competition)

FOOTPRINT
14000 (built)

DESIGN OF URBAN ELEMENTS
numen/for use
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sports HAll bAle

bale (Valle in italian) is a small village in istria peninsula, croatia with mostly 

agricultural population of 1000 people. the project for the new sports hall 

has been faced with the rich historical, cultural and social Mediterranean 

context. therefore any new architectural interpolation had to have a re-

spectful approach to the environment. the solution has been found in inter-

preting the traditional ways of building by new technologies. inspiration for 

structure has been found in the small traditional stone hut - kažun, a small 

multifunctional building used as a shelter for shepherds that provide a cool 

environment in hot weather and insulating against the cold in the winter. 

traditionally built without any cement or mortar with carefully selected in-

terlocking stones found on the site this structure is a primitive example of 

prefabrication present in the Mediterranean since the prehistoric times. the 

traditional local dry stone wall motif has been used as a template/pattern 

for the whole surfacing of the sports hall. 

being the second largest building after the church, the social impor-

tance of the sports hall for the town community is considerable because, 

besides as a sports venue, it is used as a public facility for various social 

gatherings, from community meetings, trade fairs to watching World cup. 

the private and intimate character of the building is juxtaposed with 

the open, public function of the program, and its transparency on the 

streert elevations. to meet construction time schedule of 11 months all the 

bearing and façade elements of the sports hall have been made from pre-

fabricated elements.

PROJECT #105

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
bale municipality 

LOCATION
domenico cernecca 3, bale, croatia

PROGRAM
public, educational, sport

TyPE
invited competition

CONSTRUCTION
02/2006 - 02/2007

PROJECT yEAR
2005

SITE AREA  (m2)
3660

SIZE (m2)
1108

FOOTPRINT  (m2)
984
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pAVilion.Hr

PROJECT #1039

ARCHITECT
group of authors

COMMISSIONER
leo Modrčin

PROGRAM

public, culture

LOCATION
Venezia / rijeka

PROJECT yEAR
2010

SIZE (m2)
149

FOOTPRINT (m2)
149

croatian participation at the 12th international Architecture exhibition at la 

biennale di Venezia consisted of three components: a floating pavilion, the 

exhibition of the project at the croatian venue at the Arsenale, and a publi-

cation of the project distributed to visitors at the venue. 

the floating pavilion was built on an existing barge with dimensions 

of 10m x 20m x 3m in the form of a cargo of 32 tons of welded wire mesh, 

with more than 40 layers spaced so that they form a solid volume with ap-

proximate dimensions of 19m x 9m x 5,5m. A carved out space was shaped 

inside the volume by varying contours that form the main space as well as 

protrusions and openings toward the outside. Almost invisible form a dis-

tance, the structure revealed itself with different densities of steel mesh, 

transparencies, and vision lines, forming stunning visual effects and experi-

ence of space by very simple means. the croatian pavilion was towed by a 

tugboat from the shipyard in Kraljevica to the port of rijeka, presented to 

the public on August 21st 2010, and on to Venice where it was to be moored 

at the main pier during the opening of the biennale.
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bus terMinAl 
ŽAbicA
the project for the new bus terminal and a garage for 900 cars in rijeka is 

one of the first steps in the “conquest” of the rijeka port area, which is slowly 

begining to open up the city. the site is located in a part of the port of rijeka 

which has always been closed to the public, between the railway stations, 

freight terminals and the passenger ferry. one of the determining design 

factors is the difference in scale between the port warehouses on one side 

and the city blocks on the other. 

the new terminal building with 300 meters in lenght reminiscents the 

massive warehouses, while the urban blocks determine the height dimen-

sions and the zoning of the house - blocks with atriums. the area of the new 

terminal is surrounded by all kinds of transport - rail, cargo, port, road and 

pedestrian, so the new building infrastructure has become an urban strategy, 

a lot more than just architecture. the shoping area, the bus terminal with 18 

platforms, bus depot for 14 buses and a public garage for 900 cars are located 

inside the terminal building, commercial and public facilities on the upper 

floors and a multi-purpose hall in the restored part of the existing warehouse. 

pedestrian access points are provided from Krešimirova street, newly 

designed Žabica square and the prolonged riva street, and they are all con-

nected at the street level of the building, from which they move on higher 

levels. An accessible and quality pedestrian island of the bus terminal was 

created through the design proces, with acess to all of the platforms and no 

overlaping with the vehicular traffic. the construction and the facade are 

made of steel and a kind of a tribute to port cranes and constructions. they 

also allow a greater construction span and a better design of spaces.

PROJECT #123

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of rijeka

LOCATION
rijeka, croatia

TyPE
public competition

PROGRAM
commercial, public, business,  
infrastructure

PROJECT yEAR
2008

SITE AREA (m2)
14818

SIZE (m2)
55246

FOOTPRINT (m2)
13258
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toronto port lAnd 
sports centre
port lands sports centre, a new sports complex in downtown toronto on 

the shores of lake ontario, is a part of new masterplan of the lower don 

lands area. this plan recycles 280 acres of toronto waterfront on the former 

brownfield area. transition and the plan to integrate this post-industrial 

landscape into the toronto urban matrix is a mayor city effort to colonize the 

toronto’s waterfront. 

one of the projects in the mixed development area is a sports centre 

which consists of four hockey fields. 

two solutions were proposed: a traditional four arena concept with 

four hockey arenas on the ground floor, and a vertical concept with four 

arenas stacked on top of each other. the vertical structure, in which the 

halls are located one above the other, has been proposed to leave space 

for further urban development. this concept also acts as a sports/urban 

landmark visible from the downtown.

the horizontal concept follows the traditional layout of the four arenas 

with cross walkways. the difference is that in this concept the arenas are 

laid on the ground irregularly, twisted towards the site lines to form a land-

scape and with more generous open public walkways with a central open 

courtyard..

PROJECT #181

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
toronto Waterfront secretariat 

LOCATION
commissioners st. 85-95
toronto, canada

PROGRAM
leisure, sport, public,

TyPE
public procurement

CONSTRUCTION
on hold

PROJECT yEAR
2010

SITE AREA  (m2)
11034

SIZE (m2)
18846

FOOTPRINT  (m2)
8244
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toWer 123

the business tower 123 is a design by invitation for the new and tallest 

building in Zagreb and in croatia. the solution for the design has been made 

after identifying the shortage of quality public space on the location of the 

tower and the surrounding district. 

the analysis revealed the coexistence of two matrices-one modern 

and urbane, and the other, the remaining rural architecture which has been 

absorbed by the city space. it was evident that both matrices lacked qual-

ity public space. the principal avenue at the entry to Zagreb has been con-

ceived as the main business area, thus giving to the image of the city a thor-

oughly new appearance. the business tower 123 is planned to become the 

key element of the whole area, with its height of 123m and the advanced 

diAGrd structure which is a strong, safe and cost-effective diagonal struc-

tural concept. A trapezoidal ground plan is without columns which provides 

for various ground plan possibilities. 

the interior space of the tower is shared by business and public areas. 

the ground floor consists of a tall multi level lobby with access from all di-

rections and different levels; the public facilities – a café and a restaurant 

are located at mid height of the tower and on the top floor, where a belvedere 

with a 360° sightseeing area and a Museum of Zagreb urban development 

have also been planned. the roof area is reserved for a heliport. the busi-

ness tower 123 will be the tallest building in croatia and in the whole region.

PROJECT #138

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
donji Grad d.o.o.

TyPE
invited competition

PROGRAM
public space, business, urbanism

LOCATION
Zagreb, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2006

SITE AREA (m2)
3689

SIZE (m2)
44347

FOOTPRINT
984
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KAjZericA 
city stAdiuM

the city stadium Kajzerica in novi Zagreb represents a new landmark 

in the town. the stadium, which seats more than 50.000 spectators, is lo-

cated on an elevated plateau next to the sports and recreational zone of 

the racetracks and it dominates the surrounding area, the green zone of 

sava and bundek. 

the coverage area is divided into three zones and three phases, con-

sistent with the financial framework of construction. the northern zone 

enables the undisturbed building of the stadium, independent of the sur-

rounding settlements. the middle zone, crucial for the development, with 

different services and infrastructural elements used by all three zones 

(public garages, bus parking and similar). the southern zone encompasses 

the whole area of Zagreb’s fair and it is intended for the construction of 

new businesses, commercial and residential buildings. Within the newly 

formed cassettes will be hotels, a congress center, business centers and 

obligatory residential areas. integration of these elements ensures liveli-

hood of the new center and brings a long-awaited downtown feeling and an 

opportunity for socialization to novi Zagreb.

the inspiration for the circular arena came from several suitable forms; 

the so-called Magnus’ effect, one of the most difficult and attractive moves 

in soccer which occurs when a ball changes its course, the name of the 

neighborhood “kajzerica”, which is a name for a certain kind of a bun whose 

shape is reflected in the stadium. in the context of a contemporary sports 

arena, this design evokes the saying from ancient times about “bread and 

circuses”.

PROJECT #157

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of Zagreb

LOCATION
Kajzerica, Hipodrom, Zagreb, croatia

PROGRAM
sport, public, commercial

TyPE
public competition, invited

CONSTRUCTION
n/A

PROJECT yEAR
2008

CAPACITy 
50.000 seats
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spAlAdiuM ArenA 
spAlAdiuM centre
spaladium centar, sports and business complex is located on the northern 

part of the split peninsula, in the vicinity of poljud, a sports complex with a 

football field and pool built for the Mediterranean Games in 1979.

spaladium centar consists of a multifunctional arena for 12,000 spec-

tators, a wellness centre, a sky bar and an exclusive restaurant on the top 

floor overlooking the entire city, its surroundings and the islands of the 

split archipelago. there are 1,500 garage parking places. the shopping 

centre guarantees visits even when the handball arena is not in use. 

the arena itself is a multi-purpose hall. in addition to handball, the 

arena will be used for basketball, tennis, volleyball, boxing, motocross, and 

will also be a venue for trade fairs, conventions, exhibitions and concerts.

With this complex split will get a sports, entertainment, culture and 

recreation venue that will activate and reaffirm the northern part of the 

split peninsula. 

the complex achieves a balance between the low-lying main area and 

the tower’s verticality. it resembles a ship carrier: a platform with various 

attractive contents, with its vertical element serving as a landmark, light-

house and location sign. it is an entrance to the new city area, its future and 

gateway to the northern harbour.

the complex is integrated into a compact unit by its shape, and is uni-

fied by a distinct exterior that binds functionally different elements and 

usages throughout the year. 

PROJECT #149

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
sportski grad tpn doo 

LOCATION
lora, split croatia

PROGRAM
sport, public, business, leisure, shopping

TyPE
invited competition

CONSTRUCTION
1st phase 2008, 2nd phase on hold

PROJECT yEAR
2007

SITE AREA  (m2)
30305

SIZE (m2)
136000

FOOTPRINT  (m2)
25567
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ZAGreb dAnce centre

PROJECT #086

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of Zagreb

LOCATION

Zagreb, croatia

TyPE
public procurement

PROGRAM
public, culture

PROJECT yEAR
2003

CONSTRUCTION
2005-2009

SIZE (m2)
1438

FOOTPRINT (m2)
760

the opening of big movieplex cinemas in Zagreb has led to the dying out of 

old cinema theatres in the city centre. the city of Zagreb, who is the owner 

of the old cinema lika, decided to reuse the space for new cultural facilities. 

in that scenario old cinema lika was given the role of a new dance centre.

fifty years of contemporary dance culture in Zagreb has produced about 

40 dance troops, with this project all of them will have a new home in the city 

centre. the cinema is located in a derelict residential block only 100 meters 

away from the Zagreb’s main square. the entire project’s program is deter-

mined by the gross developed area defined in the master plan and it places 

the project in the old cinema shell. the new dance centre houses numerous 

dancers, choreographers, art troops and companies with three multipurpose 

studios (one large studio with 150 telescopic seats and two smaller training 

studios), three spacious dressing rooms, bathrooms, storages for props and 

technology and office spaces. 

the only new architectural element of the centre is the new entrance lob-

by, a polyvalent space in the service of communication and meeting with a cafe, 

library and a video store. it was interpolated on the basis of almost default pa-

rameters of the existing neighbouring houses. the volume and its broken form 

also suggest dance movement and they are a new sign and connection ele-

ment between the courtyard and the roof terrace. the roof terrace is the final 

element of the centre and an important part of the project of preservation and 

restoration of Zagreb last open roof stage.
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sV Vid HousinG

PROJECT #134

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT

Abilia d.o.o.

TyPE
commision

PROGRAM

residential

LOCATION
rovinj, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2008

SITE AREA (m2)
1120

SIZE (m2)
1773

Mediterranean context and lifestyle, the specific climate, contact with open 

spaces and protection from the sun, are the main features that significantly 

influenced the design and functioning of this housing building. 

residential units are grouped in three volumes interconnected with 

vertical open corridors, kind of narrow streets (kala) that formally divide and 

connect the object.due to the mild Mediterranean climate and possibility to 

stay outdoors for more than 6 months of the year, these extended platforms 

in front of the apartment entrances become covered spaces used as places 

of socializing with the neighbors, and a green garden of all tenants. 

outdoor spaces of each residential unit change their character through 

the floors, in ground floor apartments they are terraces in the greenery, on 

the first floor they are drawn in as a deep balcony — loggia, while on the 

last floor they are completely drawn into the apartment and form the inner 

atrium and an entrance area of the flat.

Apartments are typologically divided into two types; side and bilateral 

apartments. six side apartments have a three-sided orientation which 

gives them a house-like quality. All apartments are bright and sunny, with 

spacious living rooms, large bedrooms, and other service areas. 

the particularity of the house lies in the design of all large windows and 

openings. this element is a result of the idea of having one big opening in 

each room that can provide more light in the apartment and create a specific 

form of the building. discreet main volumes of the whole house are clad in 

high quality mortar in the manner of the best istrian houses.
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buŽAnoVA blocK ApArtMents

PROJECT #254

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
VMd Model

LOCATION

Zagreb, croatia

TyPE
commision

PROGRAM
residential

PROJECT yEAR
2016

CONSTRUCTION
2017 - 2018

SIZE (m2)
20260

FOOTPRINT (m2)
2290

block bužanova, developed in cooperation with the client VMd, is the new 

“it” housing block situated in the very center of Zagreb. the location of the 

building allows its residents to experience the best of both worlds  - a quiet 

environment complimented by the abundance of greenery planted around 

the block, and the city bustle that the residents have within reach. the build-

ings design is based on the principle of green construction and high eco-

logical awareness, due to which it is placed in a lush environment with no 

parking spaces. bužanova street in the north along with Štrigina street in 

the south are home to the irregular shaped project site, whose emphasis 

falls on the higher standard of living. Apart from the spacious apartments 

and large windows, block-b has additional specific features enhancing the 

living standards of the residents: an entrance lobby, smart home system, air 

recuperators, an A+ energy certificate and a children’s playground.

the ground floor houses public and private spaces; commercial amenities 

as well as separate entrance lobbies for the residents. each of the entrance 

spaces is painted with a unique mural illustrated by a selected young croatian 

artist, further enhancing the living experience. the construction of the building 

was done with the prospective tenants in mind, allowing flexible floor plans. 

the residential units range in structure and size, the smallest occupies 75m2 

and the largest 220m2. A common feature of all of the apartments is the out-

door space (a loggia, balcony or terrace) along with large panoramic windows, 

intended to merge the living spaces with the surrounding environment. in order 

to maximize the comfort of living, the apartments are furnished with high qual-

ity equipment ready to be used by the incoming residents.
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House V2

House V2 is located in dubrovnik, in the urbanized area of lozice determined 

by steep topography made   up of retaining walls. stone walls and altitude 

differences were used as the basis for laying new topographic layers. A gen-

tly undulating roof plate follows the internal structure of the building and 

defines the body of the house which is incorporated into the landscape by 

its geometry. the simple forms with their materials and white stone facades 

are in accordance but also in contrast to the drywall.

the design concept was to create a house open to nature but suffici-

ently protected against the climate. A quality view is utilized with large win-

dows on the facades.

the house is developed in levels - the entrance is on the top floor, park-

ing area next to the street, other activities are organized in split-levels: bed-

rooms with bathrooms, parents’ bedroom with a dressing room and a bath-

room, living and dining area, kitchen, service spaces, lounge and space for 

children to play. living and dining rooms have a direct connection with a par-

tially covered terrace with an outdoor pool. the landscape is also designed 

in several levels connected by stairs that go down to the sea.

the facade and the roof are clad in white stone plates; large windows 

are partially recessed into the volume and open the house towards the sea 

ensuring a pleasant shade in the interior. terraces are paved with stone and 

teak planks and all surfaces are planted with indigenous plants and execut-

ed in materials adapted to the area and climate.

PROJECT #089

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
private

LOCATION
lozica, dubrovnik

TyPE
invited competition

PROGRAM
family house

PROJECT yEAR
2003

CONSTRUCTION END DATE
06/2013

SITE AREA (m2)

959

SIZE (m2)

399

FOOTPRINT (m2)
246
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House u

PROJECT #090

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
private

LOCATION
dubrovnik, croatia

TyPE
commission

PROGRAM
family house

PROJECT yEAR
2006-2011

CONSTRUCTION START DATE
2010 - 06/2012

SITE AREA (m2)
2355

SIZE (m2)
848

FOOTPRINT (m2)
468

House u is situated in ploče quarter in dubrovnik, on a steep site of irregular 

shape divided by a road. the house is set on top of the plot with a wonderful 

view of the old city and lokrum island, while the lower part is intended for 

a lush garden.

the project task was to design a house for parents and their adult chil-

dren with their families. therefore, the plot contains two objects. one, a two 

storey object for parents, and the other, made up of two apartments for the 

children and their families. A shared outdoor space is inserted between the 

two houses - a terrace designed for socializing and family gatherings. the 

pool is in front of the parents’ house, sunken under the terrace level so it 

does not block the view from the living room.

one of the main project features is the white facade constructed from 

local stone from the quarry Visočani, cut into 8x120cm “sections”. the fa-

çade whiteness is underlined by slits of large continuous glass which pro-

vide wonderful views of the city to all living and bedrooms areas, while the 

bathrooms and kitchen are located in the interior of the house. the smaller 

house is pulled out towards the garden area to allow greater privacy, and 

the children’s house façade is “broken” to ensure privacy to the sleeping and 

living areas.

A simple combination of materials is complemented by natural wood 

pergola beams connecting the two houses. the natural wood is also used as 

a floor covering and for the garage door panels. Wooden furniture in all three 

units is custom made to maximize the space and underline minimalism in 

colors and materials.
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4_toWers

the concept of the 4_towers affirms the typology of residential verticals that 

has been neglected in croatia for the past 20 years. the project was devel-

oped for a competition in 2010. the site is divided into 4 equal zones, which 

also represent the phases of construction and allow rational planning of re-

alization. currently active phase is in the design development stage.  

each tower has 24 floors, a central core with elevators and (fire) staircases. 

the simple construction of transverse walls allows a layout with max. 8 

flats per floor, each with installation verticals and sanitary nodes located 

closer to the core. the rest of the layout is planned as a flexible open space 

with unobstructed views and access to balconies and loggias. the number 

of apartments per floor drops towards the higher floors and last levels are 

intended for penthouses. 

the basic design element is a balcony, a filter between the apartment 

interior and the exterior space. the balconies extend throughout the whole 

length of the apartment on the façade and are subject to transformation 

by individual users. the facades modular and repetitive production will con-

tribute to the economic viability of the project.

the landscape design as an integral part of the basic concept  forms an 

urban garden, a green zone covering the whole plot with artificial green hills 

hiding the public spaces underneath. exclusively pedestrian, the garden 

offers a space for socializing, children’s playgrounds and various uses de-

pending on the season (picnics, sledding, sports etc.). the greenery changes 

throughout the year and creates a wonderful natural scenery which can be 

enjoyed from all of the apartments in the towers.

PROJECT #186

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
Allegheny financial

LOCATION
Zavrtnica, Zagreb, croatia

TyPE
public competition

PROGRAM
commercial, public, residential, urban 
planning

PROJECT yEAR
2010/2018

SITE AREA (m2)
28854

SIZE (m2)

72135

FOOTPRINT (m2)

4494
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ujpest city centre

the new Károlyi istván town center is positioned along the most important 

main road of the north pest, Váci road, szabadaság public park, and the 

Újpest bay on danube promenade. 

careful analysis of all urban matrices and existing (old and new) 

buildings, we try to find all possible connections to the neighboring 

sites. urban matrices of the 19th and 20th century form the base for the 

development of the concept. the main sockle of the complex with all 

correlations; traffic, pedestrian routes, existing and given facts is not only 

main connector of all ground floor and basement activities but also perfect 

base for vertical elements of the site that will form new townscape in the 

city.  buildings are compositions of nine towers with different heights and 

functions. they all rest on the complex basement with sunken plazas, 

small squares and elevated streets witch connect all neighboring sites 

and buildings. Various silhouettes seen from different points in the city try 

to reduce the overall effect of the big mass and to respond to the different 

contextual conditions. 

PROJECT #159

ARCHITECT
3lHd

PROGRAM
retail, public, culture, business, leisure, 
sport, residential

TyPE
international competition

LOCATION
ujpest, district 4, budapest

PROJECT yEAR
2008

SITE AREA (m2)
23133

SIZE (m2)
19352

FOOTPRINT (m2)
12171
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cAMpus b

by planning the new borongaj campus we are also creating a development 

plan for a new part of the city, and we need to resolve two important issues: 

how to create a new quality part of the city and what will be a major catalyst 

for its development. 3lHd has proposed the creation of the concept of clus-

ters in a green forest, clearly defining the “empty” natural areas, borders, in-

frastructure and hierarchy. each cluster has a matrix and its specificity - the 

public space, public buildings and a formed façade. in this way we gradually 

develop a plan for the Green campus borongaj.

PROJECT #191

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
university of Zagreb

TyPE
public competition

PROGRAM
urbanism, education

LOCATION
Zagreb, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2010

SITE AREA (m2)
930000

SIZE (m2)
377000
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drAGA city centre

PROJECT #166

ARCHITECT
3lHd

TyPE
public competition

PROGRAM

urban planning

LOCATION
Šibenik, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2009

SITE AREA (m2)
46229

SIZE (m2)
166449

FOOTPRINT (m2)
27738

identification of elements and recognition of the city’s extremely linear 

character, which has developed alongside of dominant traffic pats by fol-

lowing the terrain’s configuration, are motifs and inspirations used for the 

new project of draga in Šibenik.

draga is located in the central area of Šibenik and as such represents 

a potential for developing a new administrative and cultural city center. the 

zone already accommodates a number of public, administrative and cultural 

facilities. increased density and variety of content, so-called urban mix of 

public, residential, tourist, commercial, cultural and business facilities 

extends the life of the zone to 24 hours a day. this high density is also a 

prerequisite for the development of the current coast which will open the 

city to the sea and become a new urban waterfront. the bus station and the 

market are transferred to a new location in the wider zone and new space is 

created for the implementation of more appropriate content.

the design proposes linear elongated blocks of buildings located on 

the borders of the transition from higher to lower plateau / terrace, primarily 

with two street facades. the diversity in façade treatment and volume 

shaping stimulated and inspired by the pace of the streets and Šibenik’s old 

town core, contributes to a harmonious volume, street fronts, passages and 

cascades rhythm.
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deltA And 
porto bAroŠ
the biggest challenge for the development of the delta and porto baroš 

area was the planned requirement for the accommodation of a Waste Water 

treatment facility / plant near the east part of the delta master plan. 

the concept is based on the establishment of a new ecological green-

way corridor and creation of a new central city park. for rijeka, this new 

Green Area is essential because the city has a very small overall percentage 

of green open spaces. the new eco-corridor extends from the canyon of the 

riječina river on the north; all the way to the sea i.e. mouth of the river – 

delta. it naturally slopes all the way to the sea, ecologically regenerating the 

right bank of the riječina river into a desirable place.

the new topography of the ecological corridor is designed to integrate 

the north and south of the delta. it creates a number of new pedestrian vis-

tas and allows many new connections and split-levels, new public spaces. 

it covers and visually masks the Waste Water treatment facility and pro-

tects the masterplan from the noise coming from the container terminal 

on the east. this also enables cost-effective construction of underground 

garages. At this level, the public facilities of the new city Marina are inte-

grated into the urban fabric with attractive restaurants and other amenities. 

the new city park/Green corridor incorporates two landmark buildings on 

each end of the eastern edge of the delta: a new Auditorium and conven-

tion centre building on the north, and a new Aquarium and Water Museum 

building on the end of the river delta. 

PROJECT #226

ARCHITECT
3lHd

CLIENT
city of rijeka

TyPE
international public competition

PROGRAM
urbanism, public space, leisure, 
infrastructure

LOCATION
rijeka, croatia

PROJECT yEAR
2013

SITE AREA (m2)
319400

SIZE (m2)
268550

FOOTPRINT
64890
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Green foruM poreč

in the center of the town of poreč, important croatian tourist destination in 

istrian peninsula, there is a large vacant space. this large space of the town 

parking lot has exceptional potential, because of the nearby old town and 

the Adriatic sea, the pedestrian hub, the town access roads and the other 

city contact zones. clearly defined contact zones make it possible to turn 

the specified location into a big public urban space. 

concept of the Green forum try to unify and emphasize large and uni-

form green surface, which is full of content and which will becomes a main 

public town space. this space is suggesting openness and free flow above 

and below ground. below the green area there is a large parking lot, its size 

varying with seasons. A part of the parking lot is used outside the season 

as a public indoor space - a Hall for various public events; other parts of 

the curved surface include business and commercial contents. the public 

contents above ground are primarily used to meet the public needs of the 

town, but also to retain citizens and visitors. the park has a uniform shape 

and enough functional complexity to be used throughout the year. terraces 

of catering facilities, courts for squash, beach volleyball and basketball, 

a children´s playground, as well as various other attractors, offer diverse 

space uses and experiences to visitors. the tourism development strategy 

of istria defines poreč as an entertainment town. 

this concept of the Green forum goes hand in hand with that strategy 

and makes such a public space suitable for all the important events - fairs, 

carnivals, celebrations, festivals, open-air concerts, processions... this 

project will turn poreč into a major fair venue in the region.

PROJECT #147

ARCHITECT
3lHd & ecoing

TyPE
public competition - invited

PROGRAM
public, sport, leisure, urban planning, 
infrastructure

LOCATION
poreč, croatia

SITE AREA (m2)

21332
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